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Abstract—Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh, is badly affected
by traffic congestion and the situation is deteriorating day
by day. In order to minimize traffic congestion, we need to
investigate traffic pattern of this mega city and identify the
factors that are responsible for high traffic intensity. However,
only a few researches have been conducted to find out the
reasons behind Dhaka city’s acute traffic congestion. Most of
those researches were survey based, thus, prone to perception
and human intervention. In this research, we have used Global
Positioning System (GPS) data in order to analyze Dhaka city’s
traffic pattern. We have considered 13 DPZ (Detailed Planning
Zone) zones proposed by RAJUK, the city development authority
of Bangladesh for traffic modeling. Computational methods are
employed to find the similarities among clusters. We consider
both intra zonal road segments in a zone and inter zonal road
segments that connect two or more different zones. Land use
pattern is also investigated to find out the traffic variability
among zones. A graph is produced to visualize overall traffic
scenario of Dhaka city, where the traffic intensity is measured
by GPS dataset.

Keywords—Traffic pattern; Road segments; Global Positioning
System (GPS); Traffic congestion; DPZ zones.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dhaka is one of the fastest growing cities in the world with
an approximate population of 17 million [1] and about 300,000
to 400,000 migrants coming into the city every year. Projected
population of Dhaka city in 2020 is 20 million making it one
of the most populated mega cities in the world [2]. Dhaka
city is the center of the Bangladesh’s economic growth. One
of the major and most alarming problems of Dhaka city is its
traffic congestion. Traffic congestion costs 5 million working
hour daily [3]. The approximate yearly loss due to traffic
congestion is about 4.46 billion Dollar [4]. If proper steps
are not taken, the average vehicle speed will decrease to less
than 5 Kilometers per hour in the following years [5].

Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) [6] con-
ducted a survey in order to address the existing problems.
The main goal was to provide an overview of traffic pattern of
Dhaka city and propose future planning for city development.
In Dhaka Structural Plan (2016-2035) [7], published by Rajd-
hani Unnayan Kartripakkha (RAJUK), the Dhaka Metropolitan
Region (DMR) was divided into six zones and further de-

velopment was planned according to this zones. RAJUK has
published the future planning of transportation based on these
zones. Each zone has its own land use pattern, thus, those
are considered differently in order to make improvement over
overall traffic condition.

But the problem is that all the reports were mainly based
on observational field study and interview, therefore, prone to
human error. Moreover, such study is expensive and almost not
feasible to carry out in regular basis to monitor traffic pattern.

For a large scale research, some form of automatic data
collection process is required. We have used Global Position-
ing System (GPS) record obtained from GoBD which is a
company that provides real time route suggestion. The dataset
contains the traffic intensity information in a period of 15
days (from 1st September, 2015 to 15th September, 2015).
The intensity level is measured in a scale from 0 to 1 where
1 being the highest traffic intensity.

In our previous works [8], [9] based on this GPS data and
other secondary dataset, we have found out the impact of
traffic congestion of one point on its neighbor points which
follows the Gravity Model [8]. We also found out traffic
pattern for different cases (e.g. overall, day-wise) based on dif-
ferent factors (e.g. road segment intersections, marketplaces,
rickshaws, land use pattern, public transportation) [9].

In this paper we have analyzed traffic pattern at both
macroscopic and microscopic level. For this, we have used data
from RAJUK which is the authoritative corporation for the
development of Dhaka city. RAJUK divided the whole Dhaka
city into 13 different zones. We use the land use information
of those DPZ zones for macroscopic analysis. For microscopic
modelling, We have determined both inter and intra road
segments’1 of each zone and also found out the traffic pattern.
Our contribution in this paper can be summarized as followed:

• Generating intra and inter road segments among zones.
• Intra and inter road traffic pattern for 13 different zones.
• Finding the effect of road segments ratio and land use

pattern on traffic congestion.
• Determining factors that are responsible for traffic inten-

sity pattern variation among same type of zones.

1In the remaining part of the paper, we will call intra zonal road segment
as intra road and inter zonal road segment as intra road.978-1-5386-5163-6$31.00 c©2018 IEEE



• Generating a graph that represents the overall traffic
scenario of Dhaka city.

In section II, we have described related works on traffic
modeling. Section III describes the form of our obtained
data and the pre-processing method. In section IV, we have
discussed about the methods of our works. We have concluded
our paper in section V with a summary of our findings.

II. RELATED WORK

A number of works have been done on traffic modeling
to reduce congestion. In order to provide an accurate and
precise result, some form of automatic methods need to be
implemented.

Zhang et al. [10] demonstrated that using taxi GPS data
for estimating travel time and speed conditions is practical by
performing an error analysis of taking simple averages over
historical data. The calculated intensity level of the traffic from
given dataset is also based on vehicle GPS data. Obuhuma,
J et al [11] proposed a real time system that provides the
ability for monitoring and analyzing traffic scenarios. They
emphasized on the necessity of real time traffic pattern analysis
and use of high-tech computerized solutions. They have used
GPS data collected by GPS server system. The server was
specially developed in order to complete the study. Castro el
al [12] proposed a method to construct density model. They
have used large scale taxi traces. Their proposed model can
also be used for the prediction of future traffic congestion.

Watling [13] evaluate the various models with regard to
their suitability and compared various traffic models like
TRAFFICQ [14] which has been designed for studying a
detailed section of road network, DYNEMO [15] which is a
mixed microscopic and macroscopic model.

Liu et al [16] analyzed GPS data from more than 6600
taxis. They used traffic pattern to describe intra urban land
use variations. In our dataset, traffic intensity was measured
using the GPS data from number of taxi cabs. We analyzed this
dataset to determine different factors behind traffic congestion.

Giuliano et al [17] have given an overview of the relation-
ships between transportation and land use. It examines the
impact of land use on the transportation. They have given a
brief description of factors to consider while examining land
use pattern and the impacts of it on transportation investments.

The JICA study team and Dhaka Transportation Coordina-
tion Board have been working together in order to formulate
the basic concept of urban development for Dhaka Metropoli-
tan Area in 2025 [6]. They have divided the study area into
six zones and conducted household interviews, Cordon Line
and Screen Line Survey. The study also investigated the traffic
pattern and bus speed for morning peak, office hour and
afternoon off-peak hour for different routes. From that, we
can find out the routes which are more congested considering
the bus speed. The study helps us to understand the current
condition of traffic systems. But the main problem is that, this
most of the analysis was completed manually. So the system
will be prone to human error and also expensive.

In our previous work [9], we analyzed provided data and
found out traffic intensity pattern over hours of the day and
days of the week. We clustered the DPZ zones based on their
land use pattern. We have determined that zones in same
cluster do not have same traffic pattern. Rickshaw which is
a three wheeler slow moving vehicle and a popular mode
of transportation in Bangladesh, is responsible for enhancing
traffic congestion. Market places also have effect on traffic
congestion. In our research, we have found out that public
transportation has a negative relation with traffic congestion.
We have also calculated the intersection density based on the
latitude longitude information of the road segments and found
out that traffic intensity increases with the number of road
intersections. We also searched for the factors (e.g. land use
pattern, road-intersections, bus route) that may cause conges-
tion. We also did a regression analysis based on percentage of
road network area, percentage of mixed land area, number of
intersections/KM and number of bus routes.

We have also examined traffic expansion on a corridor
using gravity model. From that analysis, we found out that,
as the distance increases, the intensity impact of a point on
neighboring points decreases [8]. For better city planning,
land use pattern analysis is very important. The relationship
between land use pattern and traffic intensity can help more
efficient city planning. In this research, we have made some
connections between these two.

III. DATA DESCRIPTION

In this section, we have described our data, pre-processing
method and secondary dataset. We have obtained our dataset
from GoBD.co. It is a private company which is currently
developing a route suggestion system. They use some propri-
etary algorithms and use the GPS traces for calculating the
traffic intensity. The data is from 1st September, 2015 to 15th
September, 2015. The data has the traffic intensity information
which is measured based on the road class, altitude of the
GPS data using OSM and speed. A single road is divided
into multiple road segments and we have total 11,769 road
segments traffic data. The total number of record is 1,623,280.
Table I describes the type and the attributes of our dataset.

TABLE I: Description of the variables of the Data.

Attribute Representation Type

Identifier Unique number for each record. Object

TimeStamp Precious moment when the record was
created.

DateTime

OsmID Open Street Map identifier for the road
segment.

Integer

Congestion Traffic intensity which is in 0 to 1
range.

Float

RoadLength Road segment length in kilometer. Float

Coordinate Latitude and longitude points of road
segment.

Lat-Long

Utility The cost of the road segment as a route. Float



A. Data Pre-processing

Our first step was to remove insufficient data from the
dataset. In order to do that, we have divided our data into
30 minutes segment starting from 00:00:00. The whole day is
divided into 48 segments. If a road segment has less than 5
records in 30 minutes slot from 1st September, 2015 to 15th
September, 2015, we have removed them from the dataset.
After cleaning the data we have 8,966 road segments traffic
intensity information.

Secondly, we have found and removed outlier. We consider
a record as an outlier if the traffic intensity is not within the
2-standard deviation from the arithmetic mean for that road
segment in that particular time window (30 minutes).

We have plotted our data on map using QGIS and Google
map. We have generated a KML file using all the latitude and
longitude information of road segments from our dataset. We
have drawn a polygon on Google map and converted it to KML
file from map options. Then we load both of our KML files in
QGIS as vector layer and export them as a shape file. Figure
1 shows road segments in the map which we have produced
using QGIS and our GPS dataset.

Fig. 1: Road segments and study area (blue colored area).
There are total 11,769 road segments in our dataset. After
preprocessing step we considered 8,966 road segments.

Figure 1 shows our study area and road segments. The total
land area is 310 square kilometers.

B. Secondary Dataset

RAJUK have published a report [18] containing urban
planning details of Dhaka city. The report has identified
sub areas as DPZ, which contains detail land use proposals
including social infrastructures information. We use that land
use information for further traffic pattern modeling and analyze
the modeling macroscopically. RAJUK also published the
information about wards of DCC (Dhaka City Corporation) for
each zone. They have divided the wards among different zones
according to land use and homogeneity of the wards. Table II
shows the information about all the zones and corresponding
DCC (Dhaka City Corporation) wards.

TABLE II: DPZ zones with corresponding DCC wards, type
and name.

Zone Dhaka City Corpo-
ration Ward

Zone Type Informal Name

DPZ-1 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70,
71, 72, 73

Mixed Puran Dhaka

DPZ-2 74, 75, 76, 77,78, 79,
80, 81, 82, 83, 90

Mixed Jatrabari

DPZ-3 56, 57 Mixed Dhaka University

DPZ-4 32, 33, 36, 53, 54 Commercial Motijheel

DPZ-5 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28,
29, 30, 31, 34, 35, 55,
84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89

Residential Matuail

DPZ-6 37 Industrial Tejgaon

DPZ-7 38, 39, 40, 49, 50, 51 Commercial Farmgate

DPZ-8 47, 48, 52, 58 Suburb Hagaribag

DPZ-9 42, 43, 44, 45, 46 Suburb Mohammadpur

DPZ-10 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
16, 41

Suburb Kallaynpur

DPZ-11 19, 20 Suburb Gulshan

DPZ-12 2, 3, 4, 5, 15 Residential West Mirpur

DPZ-13 6, 7, 8 Residential East Mirpur

IV. TRAFFIC ANALYSIS METHODS

In this section we have described the method of our work.
We have distributed the road segments into two categories:
intra road segments and inter road segments.

A. Distributing road segments among zones

As we have plotted the DPZ zones into map, we consider
each DPZ zone as a polygon. We have the latitude longitude
points of each DPZ zones and latitude longitude points of each
road segments. We checked if a road segment’s latitude and
longitude points are distributed among multiple zones. If yes,
the road segment is labeled as inter road segment, otherwise
it is considered as intra road segment.

We have divided the labeled road segment DPZ wise. So
now we have the information of each DPZ zone with the
number of intra and inter road segments of that zone. Figure
2 shows the definition of intra and inter road segments.

Fig. 2: Visual definition of intra (A) and inter (B) road
segments. The polygon represents a zone where as the curve
inside the polygon represents road segments.



Here, a road segment is considered as inter road segment
if more than one zones has the coordinates of that particular
road segment.

B. Traffic intensity pattern between inter and intra road seg-
ments

As we have found out inter and intra road segments, we
check their traffic pattern. In order to do that, we have put all
the intra road segments in one class and inter road segments
in another class. Then we have calculated average traffic
intensity of these classes from 15 days data. Figure 3 shows
the comparison of average traffic intensity between intra and
inter road segments.

Fig. 3: Average intensity of intra road segments (red bar) and
inter road segments (green bar). The intensity is calculated
between 0 and 1 with 1 being the most intense.

Figure 3 represents that, intra road segments have higher
traffic intensity than inter road segments.

We have also found out the connectivity between zones.
We generate a graph consisting of nodes and edges. Here,
the number on each edge is the average traffic intensity of
the road segments that connect the two zones. Number inside
a circle represents the average traffic intensity of the intra
road segments of that zone. Figure 4 contains the graph that
describes the traffic scenario among different zones.

In figure 4, value inside the vertex is this zone’s intra road
segments intensity and value on the edge is the intensity of the
inter road segments between connected zones. Bigger circle
means more intensity on intra road segments of that zone. We
have determined that the average intensity is more than 0.60
in 9 out of 13 zones.

C. Finding Zone Cluster from Intra and Inter Road Segments

As mentioned earlier, we have calculated the number of
intra and inter road segments in zones. We calculate the ratio
of intra and inter road segments using following formula.

Ratio =
NumberofIntraRoadSegments

NumberofInterRoadSegments

With the found ratio, we have used agglomerative clustering
using Euclidean distance between two objects as distance
metric. Figure 5 shows the dendrogram.

We have considered DPZ-7 (Farmgate) and DPZ-9 (Mo-
hammadpur) zones as outlier as their road segment ratio is

Fig. 4: Graphical representation of connected DPZ zones. Size
of the vertex is proportional to its intra road segments average
intensity.

Fig. 5: Dendrogram of clusters based on ratio between intra
and inter road segments.

different from all other zones. Excluding the outliers, we have
considered 5 clusters. Table III shows our clustering result.

Each member of a cluster has similar ratio of intra and
inter road segments. As the ratio is almost identical, the traffic
intensity should be similar. But in reality, they vary in wide
range. In our previous work, we clustered our data based on
land use pattern. Despite having similar ratio, different land
use pattern causes different traffic intensity in the same cluster.

D. Traffic Variability in Intra and Inter Road Segments

In order to find out inter road segments influence in overall
traffic intensity of a zone, we filtered our data based on
inter road segments traffic intensity. For this, we considered
zones with inter intensity higher than 0.65. This left us with
DPZ-1 (Puran Dhaka), 2 (Jatrabari), 3 (Dhaka University), 4
(Motijheel), 5 (Matuail) and 8 (Hazaribag).



TABLE III: Definition of different cluster based on intra and
inter road segments ratio. Zones in the same cluster are sorted
based on their ratio (lower to higher)

Cluster No Zones in the Cluster Ratio Range

1 6, 5 1.0 < ratio <=2.0

2 3, 1 2.0 < ratio <=3.0

3 13, 8, 11 3.0 < ratio <= 4.0

4 4, 10 4.0 < ratio <= 5.0

5 2, 12 5.0 < ratio <= 6.0

Then we analyzed these zones’ connected zones. We have
found out that, each of this zone has at least one commercial
area connected to it. So the mostly commercial zones are
causing extra inter intensity.

As the ratio of intra vs. inter road segments increases, in
most cases, the average intensity also increases except in cases
of suburb and residential area. This tells us that, these suburb
and residential area is less dependent on inter traffic movement
for basic needs.

We have also calculated numerical difference between over-
all average intensity of a zone and intra and inter intensity of
a zone using the following formulas.

Dinter =
OverallIntensity(avg)− InterIntensity(avg)

OverallIntensity(avg)

Dintra =
OverallIntensity(avg)− IntraIntensity(avg)

OverallIntensity(avg)

We plotted the result in a graph for each zone. For scaling,
we have multiplied for result by 100. Figure 6 shows the result.

Fig. 6: Comparative graph of difference between inter (tex-
tured bar) and intra (solid bar) road segments average intensity
with overall average intensity.

As shown in the figure 6, intra road segments traffic
intensity has less difference with overall intensity. The overall
traffic intensity of a zone is mostly affected by intra road
segments traffic intensity.

V. CONCLUSION

Accurate traffic intensity pattern analysis is very important
in order to help proper city planning. This can also help to
generate smart route suggestion which can eventually save
time in transportation. We have analyzed traffic intensity
pattern both macroscopically and microscopically. We have
found that, intra road segments traffic intensity is much more
than inter road segments traffic intensity. We have described
the effect of commercial zones influence over neighboring
zones. We have also found that, residential and suburb areas
have less inter zones traffic intensity. Data shows us that, intra
road segments traffic intensity is more responsible for overall
traffic intensity.

Further research should focus more on microscopic analysis.
Using this work and previous work [8], we can find the socio-
economic impact of one zone on other connected zones. We
can also compare the level of impact of a zone on its connected
zones. Width of individual road can give us more insight
about intensity on a particular road segment. Moving vehicles
direction can help to find more accurate traffic pattern. Also,
data about the condition of a road can be used as an additional
parameter to analyze traffic intensity pattern. Finally, we have
only 15 days GPS data. More data can be helpful for more
accurate analysis. This can eventually provide a smart route
suggestion system.
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